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Fig. 30,—Transportation and hcavy equipment
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the proposition of the monetary theory of the balance of payments is that

traded goods prices are aggregated so as to move together through time

despite the physical location of these- markets in different countries.

Non-traded goods follow along sin’ce factor markets are connected within eac

national boundary. The test of the hypothcsis is whether the U.S. and

Panama are in the same markets forcing the law of one price to hold. The

previous evidence presented in this chapter has dealt with the question on

the aggregated level of overall price indexes and . sub-categories of the
. * • - ♦ 1 • ¿

\

aggregated indexes. Thes<^J.ast figures represent the.most disaggregated 

-level possible without moving to individual itenj\by Ítem comparisons.

If the levels qf.the,two indpxes move together, then the law of one

price might hold. Evidence that they diverge is not an outright denial of

the hypothesis- that Panama and the U.S. enter into the same markets howeverjr v / x

It may be that the U.S. Índex is not a "true indicator" of the world market 

price but rather that both the U.S. and Panama are moving to adjust to some 

third price. In other cases, such as Figure 30 (transportation equipment) 

the indexes are clearly not disaggregated enough as many of the Ítems in 

the U.S. Índex will not be found in Panama’s Wholesale markets^ (aircraft 

and railroad equipment for instance).

The case of both prices adjusting to a third market is clearly the

case in Figure 31 (fuels) where the U.S. has not yet adjusted internal whol 

sale prices of fuels to the world level and probably Panama’s prices are a 

better indicator of where the wprld market price is moving than is the U.S. 

Since the weight of fuels in the U.S. Índex is higher than in Panama’s

^This particular Índex probably also contains the probleins of list 
p.rice versus transactions price since automobile dealers are notorious for 
discounts. Tn addit ion, tariff’s on passenger autos have been rising re-, 
cently as not only changes in ad valorem rates have accrued but also change 
in administrativo procedures have increased the elfective rate.
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(7.3 versus.Panama’s 5.9) this also has implications for the movement of

the entire' iiídd^."' Though the impact of petroleum on other Ítems in the

Índex has been quite rapid (cement próducers in Panama applied to the

price commission for a 50 percent rise in price because petrol,eura costs

were a high component of the ov&rall process) it has had a substantial

direct impact on the Panamanian Índex. As the accompanying Table 14

demonstrates, some of the gap between the two rates of change in Wholesale 

price in’dexes can be accounted for by the‘ dif f erent treatments of 'petroleum.

When the Panamanian fuel price Índex is substituted for the U.S.

índex, the direct impact of petroleum raises the 12. month rate of increase

by an amount between .2 (in 1973-IV) to as much as 4.8 (1974-1) until 1975-1.

The entire gap. is not closed, however, at least in part because the secondary

effects are no’t included as the U.S. now is exporting eriergy intensive

Ítems at below world market costs.

Most all of the figures presenting rates of change of price indices

in Panama compared to rates of change of the Indices of similar Ítems in the

U.S. show the small country sometimos leading, sometimos lagging the world

lead. In some instances, as pointed out above (p. 4), this may be caused

by the inappropriate choice of 'the U.S. Índex as a mensure of world prices. 

Panama’s petroleum prices no doubt reflect a more accurate measure of the 

world price than does those of the U.S. In the aggregate, however, the lead,

lag relationship reflects the nature of the small country and its source of
*

inflation. So long as the source of the inflationary impulse is external 

and adjustment is not instantaneóus in all markets, the requirements of the 

homogeneily postúlate will forcé overshooting to occur.

. To see the nature of tlie adjustment required, an analogy can be,

drawn with the requirements for consLstent expectations. As May has shown,



TABLE 14

IMPACT OF WORLD PETROLEUM PRICE RISES

(12 month rates of change')
/

1973-III 1973-IV 1974-1 1974-^1 1974-III 1974-IV 1975-1

Panama Wholesale Price Index -• 11.4 18.7 29.2 33.4 / 32.7 . 27.0- 17.1 '

U.S. Wholesale Price Index Ia 16.2 18.3 17.4 ' 15.5
•

19.6 1 20.9 12.5

U.S. Wholesale Price Index 11^ 15.9 18.5 22.2 19.7 - 23.2 , 23Í3 11.4

Original Índex. •«
1

Index replacing U.S. fuel prices by Panamanian fuel indek.
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such a set requires that equilibrium will be’ fully restored only when the 

expected rate of inflation is equal to the actual but also when the price 

level is equal to the actual ptice leveX.^ A Cagan model of adaptive expec-

tatiojis finds the expected rate adjusting according to the discrepancy be-
E * '

tween the expected (tt )

(16> ttE = .8(ir - ttE)

i • - . * t • *

and actual rates of inflaron (n) • ’ Setting the rate of change of the ex-

• Epected price level (p J) equal to the expected rate of change in the actual 

Eprice level (it ) does jiot yfeld a cpnsistent set of expeqtations since once

expectations have initially lagged, the actual price level stays ahead of

the expected price level even though their rates of chapge coincide.

Rather, May defines the rate of change in che expected price level as:

• F F F
(17) . P = it + a(P - P )

The second term in (16) thus accommodates the overshooting needed to restore.

the equality of the levels, as an additional factor is added to the expected

rate of inflation to take into account the discrepancy between the expected 
E

(P ) and the actual levels, P, a factor whose behavior is that of a "stock 

adjustment."

The analogy rests in the dlstlnctlon bclween tended and non-traded

goods and the requirements of the homogenejty postúlate that the same relative

price relation between the level.of traded and non-traded goods be -restored 

when the economy’s initial equilibrium is disturbed by world inflation, the

^See Josef May, "An Adjustment Mechanism Based on Expectations in a 
Macro Model"(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1968).
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lagged adjustment of non-traded prices is analogous to lag of the expected 

price levels behind the actual price level...This allows the formulation 

of the adjustment process in (18) similar to (17) where the rate of ■'

(18) . PL - *PW + a(Pw - PD) ■

Change of the economy’s price Index is equal to a Cractlon <{, of Lhe world

rate P which reflects the share of traded goods in the local price Index, w •

There is also an additional factor», however, reflecting the disequilibrium

in the relative price of tradedxand non-traded good (Pn) so that the local

rate of inflation can rise above the world rate<,.to restore the initial 
r

relative price ration of traded and non-traded goods. The behavior of

rates of inflation in Panama first lagging then leading world prices is

then a logical consequence of the need for local inflation to overshoot so

as to restore the equilibrium relative price relation between the level of

non-traded and the level of traded goods. The implications of equation (18)

drawn by analogy to the consistent expectations model is that a simple

correlation of rates of inflation—even with leads and lags—can be rais-

leading since in principie the correlations could be low or even negative

even though the law of one price is satisfied. In terms of a second

analogy, it is well known that in economies behaving as if they were closed,

the money supply’s rate of change and rates of change in the price level

have been poorly correlatcd despite good correlation. of the money stock.

and the price level over longer periods of time. Both the analogy with the

consistent expectations hypothesls and that with rates of change of money

and prices are consistent with Panama's equllibriuln price level being 

dictated by the world price level. Both the analogies cmphasize the
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importance of short run dynamics which imply that the actual Panamanian 

price level mayare out of phase with the equilibrium price level.

Nevertheless, sufficient evidence has been developed to make the

assumption that Panama’s prices move with U.S. prices not an incorrect one

At the same time, there is substantial evidence that the lag of the

Panamanian price Index behind the increased regJstered Jn the U.S. in

dexes was a real phenomenon and so requires an explanatjon. As well as 

developing the transmission mechanisms by'whidh world' infíationary forces

are carried to Panama, Chapter V will. have to explain why some forces took 
‘k

their time in arriving, even to the point of being able to have consumer

prices inflating at less than half the U.S. rate over a seven year period.

r «a» •



-■ * '' - CHAPTER V '

THE TRANSMISSION QF INFLATION
* 1

Chapter IV presented sufficlent evidence to show .parallel movement 

of Panama’s prices with world prices. Clearly,.so long as external in

flation provides the main stimulus for domestic price rises, local and

foreign ’price rises cannot be e^pected to be exactly synchronized as the 

rate of change of prices of those goods not fully arbitraged in inter-

national markets first lag then overshoots world rates of change. The

task of this chapter, then, is to specify the transmission mechanisms

which carry external inflation to the' domestic economy, while at the same
V.'; ''

time describing those characteristics of Panama which could delay the im

pact of world inflation. Once again the small country character of the

Panamanian economy causes the adjustmént process to resemble not so much

the interaction of two forces out of which a third equilibrium position

emerges, but instead of a small country discovering the new equilibrium

path defined for it exogenously. Investigating the transmission process 

then is an examination of how Panama becomes aware of the world monetary 

disturbance and the barriers thrown in the way of receiving the information

and of moving toward equilibrium.

Our basic proposition does not, then, predict that movements in 
Panamanian prices over a relatively short period of time will be 
idéntica i in either magnitude or tinring with those; of her major trad- 
ing partners. Developments within the Panamanian economy can them- . 
selves affect relative prices in Panama, and mpreover the mechanism

119
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by which world inflation is ’t'ransmit ted to Panama is both highly cora- 
plex and subject to lags and disturbances.''

Though the pro'cess is highly complex, three principie channels•can be

proposed and at various points in time, all three have carried the forces 

of world inflation to disturb the domestic equilibrium. At times the 

forces have been carried by an Expansión of export demand assocJated with 

inflation in world markets, while at other times rising import prices

have carried the pressures. Finally, an inflow of foreign capital ex-

panding 'domestic liquidity can also serve as a source of inflationary

pressure pushing Panama toward full adjustment to the equilibrium posi- 
>

tion defined in the world markets.

In most respects Panama’s position is much like that of other 

small countriés which, when faced with rising prices in world markets, may 

either adjust their domestic prices to the world’s new reality or el.se 

begin a process of continually adjusting their exchange rates. One im

portant difference for Panama .compared to countries in every other way
. «■

similar, is the absence of a central bank which makes Panama much more de

pendent on the balance of payments for the monetary adjustment to world 

inflation. Other countries may feel the direct impact of world inflation 

through the same channels as Panama, but adjust to rising world prices 

without monetary adjustments through the balance of payments. They can

use their central banks to substituto domestic credit for international

monetary inflows to support an adjustment to the new world market levels

for prices, and comparative efficiency levels for wages. Indeed, domestic

credit "will be so created if the authorities do not wish to accumulate .

Iparry A. Sjaastad, "Prir.es and Wages in Panama" (unpublished 

nfanuscript, Panama, September 1973).

Prir.es
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large additional foreign exchange reserves."^ So long as widely held ex

pectations accurately perceivé.the world inflation, monetary authorities
\ - * • • • • . 

can alter the domestic flow supply of money so as to make large Inter

national reserve inflows unnecessary. «As outlined in Chapters I to III,

Panama’s bankers as a whole also make decisions which increáse the domestic

flow supply of money so as to valídate world Inflationary preasures with

out the need for exogenous inflows of internatiónal reserves. The funds

upon which they base this increase in Panama’s domestic 'credit ufre not the 

increase in domestic ¿legal reserves generated by a central bank however. 

Instead, they are borrowed funds, from within the dollar-banking system, 

but external to Panama.- The difficulty is to differentíate the exogenous 

capital flow of causality from the endogenous flow of validation. Since

they are foreign sourced funds, however, virtually all"the evidence for

monetary adjustment will be found in the balance of payments.

Export Expansión and World Inflation

In a* closed economy, the channel for monetary and fiscal policy on 

domestic inflation is often via nominal income increases which raise aggre

gate demand for the economy’s output of goods and Services. Rising prices 

and/or output occur depending on expectations and the level of employment 

of the economy’s resources. For an open economy, the impact of external

inflation viewed from the Keynesian framework must come, via increases ln 

2
aggregate demand that are the result of incroased demand for exports. As

^Johnson, Further Essays in Monetary Economíes, p. 335.

2
See William II. Branson, "Monetarlst and Keynesian Models of the 

Transmission of inflation," American Economic Review 65 (May 1975): 117 .
"From the point of view of other countries (an expansión of the money supply 
in one country) will appear as normal importad inflation. Their exports and 
price levels will rise and they will register a payments surplus."
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world inflation develops, countries whose prices have not yet risen face 

an increase JLnxjtj).e demand for their traded goods. When the added Inter

national demand strikes an economy whose resources are reasonably fully

employed, this pressure increases local'factor prices, passing the price
„ €

rise -on to the non-traded goods sectors through factor markets. At the 

same time, the prices of exportables rise, substltution in consumption 

away from exportable toward non-traded goods increases demand pre.ssure on 

factor markets. Full adjustment is then .reached when the* * originad, relative
V

prices are restored and ad?l factors markets are adjusted to the comparativo 

efficiency levels set by the rest of the world market. -That is, when the 

economy’s inflation rate adjíists- to'the world’s.

Investigation into Panama’s situation shows that such possibilities

do exist. As.can be seen from Table 15, a growing share of the expansión

of GDP can be accounted for by export expansión, át least up until 1969. 

Similar to Germany’s situation between 1966 and 1968^ exports were a large 

share of the.stimulus to the economy’s expansión as their share of the ex

pansión of aggregate demand exceeded the share of total aggregate demand.

A closer look, however, raises doubts as to the viability of this method

of transmission for Panama. For over most of the period (1963-1971) the

bulk of exports could be accounted for by bananas and Service exports to

the Canal Zone. Indeed, as Table 16 shows, the bulk of the expansión of

exports carne through these channels which were not very responsivo to in

creases in world inflation. Tile banana boom occurred not because of excess

world demand pressures, but instead due to the decisión by the banana company

^See Samuel T. Katz, "’lmported Inflation' and the Balance of Pay

ments," The Bulletin, Nos. 91-9-2 (October 1973):27-29.• ...... ■——.. ■ -— ,, .... r
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TABLE 15

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AND EXPORTS

(In millions of dollars) .

GDP at GDP ‘ ’ Exports
■ Market Price 2¡ Change* Share•of GDP Share. of GDP , Expansión

1960 415.8 3.0 * 30.3% -87.9%

1961 463.7 11.5 30.4 30.9

1962 504.8 8.9 • 31.6 45.4

1963 559.5 10.8 v 29.2 6.6
y*'-

1964 . 600.8 7.4 29.1 88.0

1965 659.9 9.8 30.4 2.4

1966 719.0 9.0 31.5 42.9

1967 800.7 11.4 •32.4 40.5

1968 861.4 7.6 33.3 44.9

1969 945.4 9.7 33.4 32.4

1970 1045.8 10.6 33.0 27.1

1971 1157.0 10.6 •32.6 28.2

1972 1297.8- 12.2 30.0 8.8

1973 1472.5 13.5 29.2 23.2

1974 1740.2 18.2 27.6 18.9

to expand production i n P -1 Panama. In addition, banana production takes

place as a virtual enclave industry• in areas remóte from the mainstream

Panama has the. soil and-climate most sui.table for bananas,‘and thus 
the international banana company has always had extensive land holdings in 
Panama. It was not until the early 1960's, however, that "Panama disease" 
was successfully combated and large scale planting undertaken. Rather than 
a response to growln.g demand, t.he banana boom was the result of the transfer 
of the productIon site from outside of Panama to Panamanian soil.
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t • _TABLE 16

CONTRIBUTION OF BANANAS AND CANAL ZONE SERVICES TO EXTORT EXPANSION

•
Share of Bananas and Canal Zone 

Services Contributipn to Unemployment
Ra t e

Share of Employed 
Population in 
AgricultureTotal Exports

Expansión ' 
of ‘Exports

1960 41.6% 95.07o 9.17o 49.87o

1961 44.2 66.1 8.0 49.0

1962 44.2 44’. 5 7.3 - 48.6

1963 50.8 (215;4%)a 5.8 48.3

1964 51.7 20.3 7;-4 47.5

1965 53.1 „ . (1063.17o)a 7.6 47.1

1966 52.3 46.2 5.1 45.2

1967 54.5 69.3 ' .6.1' 40.4

1968 57.7 87.7 7.1 39.0

1969 58.0 61.7 6.7 37.4

1970 53.4 3.4 7.1 36.5

1971 50.8 22.3 ' 7.6 34.6

1972 49.8 18.5 6.8 33.9

1973 47.1 20.7 7.0 32.3

1974 40.9 -11.7 7.2 30.7

Source: Columns 1 and 2 calculated from various statist-ical bulletins of 
Control.erLa GeneraL, Panama. Columns 3 and 4 calculated from 
labor bulletins and Planning Ministry estimates.

Because absolute change in exports was so small, changes in com
ponent series are without significance.
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Panama’s economic activity. Consequently, while the expansión of produc- 

tion of banana©—brought about by~ increased foreign investnent•prcbably did

attract some rural resources, it had a minimal impact on the factor markets

in the main areas of Panamanian-economic aqtivity, as during the period of

severe inflation, the unemployment rate climbed and the share of employ

ment in agricultura decllned.

Neither has the price of bananas been very responsive to world in

flationary forces. The implicit price irídex'increases less thári *half the

amount as the increase'in the measure of world inflation between 1966 and

1 . ?*
1974. Though increased banana production could have had an impact on the

/ X <•
economy proceeding through the increased wages bilí, it has not served as

a communicating mechanism for world inflation.

Exports of Services to the Canal Zone póssess similar characteristics

As Table 18 shows, the increase in export revenue obtained from the Canal

Zone resulted primarily from increased wages and salaries, not from in

creases in employment. Wage scales in the Canal Zone are set by the U.S.

Congress as they set minimum wage legislation. During the early 1960’s,

the decisión was made to raise the minimum wage paid Panamanian workers

up to U.S. domestic levels in s'tep fashion, an action completed by the

late 1960’s. Rather than from an increase in demand, the valué of Service

exports to the Canal Zone has risen due to institutional decisions.

With over half of Panama’s exports having nOL onLy their priccs,

Most of Latin America’s banana producing countries have domestic 
production controlled by multinacional companies vertically integrated 
internationally, controlling international marketing as well as local pro
duction. The recorded prices then are accounting numbers for the company’s 
books at various stages of production. The implicit price is obtained by 
dividing reportad valué by weight, since there is evidence that a "bunclv" 
bfcgan to weigh more in the late sixties than in the early sixties.



TABLE 17

BANANA PRICES AND WORLD INFLATION (1963 = 100)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1°74

U.S. WPI Industrial 101 100 100 100 101 102 104 106 108 112 116 120 124 , Í34 163

Banana Price Reported 85 82 94 100 95 100 99 102 103 93 92 85 85 85 85

Banana Price Implicit 100 100 100 100 125 147 144 140 158' 167 162 163 173 186 184 .

Source: International Financial Statistics and Foreign Trade Bulletins of Controleria General, Panama.

‘ ' TABLE 18'

CANAL ZONE REVENUE

(In millions of dollars and thousands of men)>

126

- 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964- 1965 1966 1§67 1968 . 1969 1970 . 1971 1972 1973 1974

Total Sales of
Services to 
Canal Zone

40.8 58.8 58.8 69.3 69.8 76.2 83.7 99.3 .112.2 122.3 123.7 12S.6 .129.1 138.4 147.2

Wages and 
Salaries 30.4 33.6 39.8 43.0 48.6 53.1 58.1 63.8 70.0 77.5 ; 79.3 89.0 '86.8 96.0 101.6

Employees . 16.3 19.0 19.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 22.0 20.0 22.9 22.3 22.4 23.6 22.5 23.0 23.5

Source: Balance of Payments bulletins of Controleria General, Panama.
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but also.Xheir level of production set by institutional processes not

generally responsive to world market preasuté (or to demand due to world in

flation), transmission of inflation by export prices and expansión appears

to be weak. In addition, only’sügar, sl\rimp, some light industry products
«. 1

exportcd to the Central American Common Market, and locally grown food sold

to the Canal Zone are exports which -are also consumed locally (totaling 

approximately 12 percent of exports in 1974). Such a minimal presence in 

the consumer’s budget reduces the effect of any demand sh^ft tot tvansmit 

world inflationary pressures.

The structure of Panama’s export trade then limits the use of ex

ports as a transmission piechqnism fox world inflation. Even if the law of

one price prevailing in internationally competitive markets holds for Panama,

there will be little pressure in the non-inf lating' econQjny’s exportable

goods and thus no response in factor markets to convey the rising price

pressure across the economy since a large share of her exports are not re

sponsive to world inflation.

Import Channels

When inflation is viewed not in the context of a closed economy, but

instead in the framework of a small country adjusting to the equilibrium

path set exogenously by world market conditions, no initial expansión of

aggregate demand need occur to stimulate inflation. Monetary flows need not

instígate increinents Lo aggregate demand but instead can serve as validating
*

mechanisms permitting Panama’s economic agents to adjust to the new world 

price levels. The more responsive are the passive forces of monetary vali-

dation to the impact of world inflations, the more rapldly will Panama’s

píices adjust to world prices. This monetary approach to the transmission of
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world inflation is quite consistent with the behavior of the current world

inflation which appears as; a.cost inflation within each country as traded 

goods’ prices rise. Though in small countries with central banks the
* * W * •

monetary adjustment can occur through either domestic cre’dit creation or

International reserve inflows, Panama’s adjustment to world inflation must 

be validated by monetary movements through.the bal anee of payments.

Rising import prices, rather than carrying the demand impact of
. . . . I-• • - * ' ■

increased exports, convey the impulsé of world inflation by directly point-

ing out the distunbauce to domestic equilibrium. The impact of world infla- 

' 1
tion is in many ways similar to that of a monetary devaluation. The fall

I»

in the relative price of'home goods in terms of traded goods causes substi-

tution toward home goods on the demand side and away from home goods on the

supply side. On the demand side, the rising prices for imported inputs 

have a direct impact on producers’ costs, as do increased wage demands in 

countries which import much of the market basket of the average consumer.

In addition, consuraers attempt to substitute domestic for imported finished

goods. On the supply side, factors of production move in the opposite 

direction as they seek out the higher returns in the importables. Besides 

the substitution in production and expenditure switching effeets, however, 

there are the expenditure reducing effeets as the rising in imported goods’ 

prices has reduced the purchasing power of domestic savers’ real cash 

balances forcing money holders to cut back on spending relative to income to

.^See two treatments of devaluation by Dornbusch, "Devaluation, Money 

and Nontraded Goods," p. 877, and Rudiger Dornbusch, "Real and Monetary 
Aspects of the Effeets of Exchange Rate Changes," National Monetary Policios 
and the International Financial System, ed. by Robert Z. Alíber (Chicago> 
University of Chicago Press, 197-4), pp. 73-74.



rebuild the level of their real cash balances.(Since rising world prices
. i ' - *

are an increase in the rate of inflation, and so continuous as opposed to

the once and' for all impact of devaluation, a permanent reduction in the

level of real cash balances will also occur.) The overall impact of rising 

world prices takes on the framework of a'cost inflation, howevtp, with "the 

institutional manifestations of the natural tendency Lo restore equilibrium

real relative price relationships whose expression in monetary terms has

2
been disrupted by the erosión of the real valué of money through inflation." 

Panama’s use of the dollar as ttie domestic currency further enforces the 

immediate impact of a worldwide decline in the purchasing power of the inter-
r* ->

national reserves since workers clearly see the forced reduction in their

domestic money wages without any confusing veil of foreign exchange valúes.

Since the transmission process cannot be directly observed, the

impact will be inferred by investigating the structural characteristics of

the economy which would be considered in a devaluation, that is the pro-

pensities to import and the substitution possibilities in consumption and

production, fór the effectiveness of rising import prices as a transmission 

mechanism depends on the extent to which Panama’s domestic markets are 

penetrated or penetrable by foreign goods.

129

Substitution in Production

The reasons mentioned in the section on exports and aggregate demand

point out why ft Is dlfficuLt Lo Imagine much factor substitution toward

Note the difference here between the real impact of a change in the 
tenns of trade which reduces real .income at tbe same time as it reduces the 
purchasing power of the cash balances with ambiguous results for savings, 
while the impact on rising world prices upon tbe economy which has not yet ad
justed has no effect on real permanent income henee the demand for nominal 
money must rise so as to restore, the real equilibrium relationship.

2 , ‘Johnson, "Inflation and the Monetarist Controversy," p. 56.
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traditional exportables. As a result, the bulk of expanded exportables 

due to world inflation raising the relative price of exports would have

to come from non-traditional exports. Factors can also shift ihto'im-

portables to replace the more expensive imports with local substitutes. In
*

Panama, possibilities for substitution were available in two sectors, in

dustrial and agrlcultural.

The conventional measure of import substitution possibilities is

the protection offered local value’added through tariffs. Here Panama’s4 ■ - * t •
V

barriers to trade appear very low by Latin American standards, since the ¿ 

,implicit tariff fell from 11.1 percent in 1965 to 6.6 percent in 1973. 

Manufactured Ítems, as/Table ,19 show^, have a fairly low rate of protection.

TABLE 19

IMPLICIT AD VALOREM TARIFF’ RATES 

(In percentage rates)

1965 1968 1970 1972 1973
. t

Total • ’ 11.1 10.8 10.9 6.9 6.6

Food. Products 16.2 16.0 13.9 8.2 7.1

Beverages and Tobacco 88.2 91.3 96.8 86.3 53.6

Raw Materials (non-edible) 9.9 39.2 41.0 16.0 14.4

Fuel .6 .6 .6 .6 .5

Oils and Fats 27.9 39.1 5.0 6.0 4.7

Chemicals 15.1 13.9 • 14.0 5.2 ' 5.5

Manufactured Goods 10.4 10.2 9.5 4.8 4.6

Machinery and Transportation •Equipmcnt 13.0 12.6 13.3 7.6 8.7

Diverse Manufactured Items 16.6 16.0 16.7 13.6 14.0

---

Source: Foreign Trade Bulletins of Controlerla General, Panama.
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The falling implicit rate is due to the use óf specific tariffs on 688 out

of 1499 classifications. In foods over 90 percent of the classifications

are specific, thus world inflation has. even reduced the implicit táriff

barrier. Once again, however, phe surface measure does not give a true in-

dication of the economy’a possibllities. As shown in studies elsewhere, 

the primary instrument for protection in Panama's sector has been quotas 

which have raised high enough barriers to permit the domestic procíucer to 

control the lion’s share of the market. Not even a large increase in world 

prices can expand local productíon Qnce the local market is satiated since 

it is difficult to think of Panama exporting pan't¿ies, for instance, while 

quotas keep the nominal rate of protection at 50 percent.

The agricultural sector presents some possibilities for substitution

in production to the extent that world market prices are allowed to be re- 

flected domestically. Since 1968, however, the government has followed a 

"cheap food" policy. In early 1972, it went so far as freezing the prices

of food purchased by urban wage earners, putting export Controls on meat,
. *

and keeping an artificially low support price for basic grains. The behavior 

of the food section of the CPI (see Chapter IV) pointed out that the policy 

was eventually unsuccessful; however, cheap food policies did reduce the in

centives for factors to shift into this sector in response to rising world

prices.

Finally, after the economy had experienced a decade of 8 to 10 percent 

growth during the 1960's, it is .difficult to conceive of very many "free 

resources" around to instígate the infíationary pressure on the local economy

^See Alan Rapoport, "The Protective Policios of Panama: An Empirical 

St;udy" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1975).
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with expanded local production. The higher the elasticity of substitution

in production', the less "local inflation" created by a devaluation. The

lack of substitution in production possibilities indicates a low elasticity, í/ 
* *

forcing inflationary pressure to\find its release by raising prices. in

stead of expanding output.

Substitution in Consumption:
Expenditure Shifting

To the extent that demar^ders of imported goods and Services can
x"'-

shift to home goods, the effects of world inflation can be mitigated. Evi- 
• >

dence presented here, however, has to be careful to-distinguish ex-ante

from ex-post raeasurements. To the extent that rising direct imported input

costs increased wage demands, or arbitrage and comrnonly held expectations 

caused home goods’ prices to rise immédiately, the ex-ante excess demand 

would be reflected in ex-post price rises. Since measured variables are ex-

post, the relative price effects may have all but disappeared.

The traditional measure of a country’s contacts with the rest of the

world is the average propensity to import. Table 20 presents the behavior

of the ratio of goods imports and total imports to gross domestic product

over time. In addition, the share of the imported goods categories through 

time is presented.1 As lines 2 and 11 indícate, some 26 percent of the

Two adjustments have been made to publlshed import statistics. In 
1962, an oil refinery was built in Panama which is uow owned by Texaco. It 
is one of the largest in the .Caribbean and only one l’ourth of its production 
is consumed in Panama; the rest is re-exported by tanker to other Central, 
and South American countries, and to the U.S.; by direct sale to ships bunker- 
ing as they come through the Canal; and by direct sale to planes landing at 
Panama’s international airport. Table 20 seeks to correct for registered- 
petroleum imports which are those of the entire refinery, not just for Pana
manian consumption. In addition, exports of bunker oil to ships and planes 
are accounted for under Services rather than registered goods exports. Table 
20 thus ineludes my estimates for domestic consumption 1960-1970, those of 
the Planning Mi.nistry 1970-72, and the Ministry of Cominerce and Industry surveys



TABLE 20
t

IMPORTS ADJUSTED FOR PETROLEUM REFINERY IMPACT

Year 1960-1974 Shares
' ' 1960 1965 • 1972 1973 1974 Mean Std. Dev.

1. Imports of Goods (in millions of $) 109.2 164.3 354.6 385.1 531.3 —

’i

2. Share of Goods Imports in GDP 26.3% 24.9% 27 .<3% 2672% 30.5% 26.0% 1.7

3.

Share of Goods Imports in

Food * 13.3 10.4 9.5 9.9 7.8 10.3 1.4

4. Manufactured Items 40.9 42.4 38.4l 38.1 ✓ 37.8 40.1 . . - 1.4 ••

5. Transport Equipment and Machinery 22.1 24.3 31.8 31.4 25.7 26.7 3.4

6. Beverages and Tobacco 2.6 1;1 .8 .9 .8 1.3 • .7

7.' Chemicals 10.4 11.0 11.3 10.8 12.1 10.9 .6

8. Fuel 9.9 9.1 6.5 7.2 14.7 8.8 2.0

9. Other 1.9 1.7 1.7 . I-7 1.1 1.8 .3

10. Total Imports of Goods and Services 
(in millions of. $) 145.3 215.8 473.8 '

/

50S.1 677.5 — —

11. Total Imports t GDP 34.9 32.7 36.5 34.5 38.9 34.2 2-0
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Source: Foreign Trade and National Income Account Bulletins of Controleria General, Panama. Fuel imports
were estimated from sources described in n. l, p. 132. . -* ’ •
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economy’s rise in imported goods-’ prices will' have an immediate impact on 

the economy. The stability of the overall expenditure share was disturbed 

in 1974; however, if petroleum had grown at the same rate as.other imports, 

thé average propensity to import goods would have been 28.1 percent. The 

stability of the expenditure share on imports despite sharply rising import 

prices is one indicator that local goods’ prices responded rapidly to ex

ante pressure given the limited response of home goods output outlined above.
« - ’ « * , . 1.

The individual Ítems have remained fairly stable, with fuels,

Transportation and machinery, and food showing CJie most variance. Fuels are 

obviously the result of^ the 04.I crisis, causing Panama’s petroleum bilí to

be almost two and a half times what it would have been had petroleum imports

rose at the same rate as all other imports. Food ítems ,havé been steadily 

declining due in part to import substitution programs (with normal oil im

ports, foods’ share in 1974 would have been 8.5 percent). The variability 

of transportation equipment and heavy machinery reflects t.he lumpiness of

capital equipment and public transportation equipment imported under govern

ment investment programs in the early ’1970’s.The stable shares of imported 

ítems despite sharp rises in world prices then are further indications that

Panama did not avoid rising import prices by substitution.

A brief comparison of the preceding table with Table 21 shows why

1973-74. Freight and Insurance on the re-exported oil have also been removed 
from recorded f igures ($2.5 mi’llion 1965-72, $10-14 mili ion 1973-74). The 
second problem arca arises in factor Service payments to foreigners. This 
was excluded entirely from line 11 since the errors in the official figures 
were very large. (Interest payments received and paid by banks on foreign 
operations domínate the series after 1970, but no cstimate for bank profits 
on foreign operations is included.)

The primary ítems were buses, machinery for ¿1 sugar mili and eléc
trica! generators for a mammoth dam project, although military vehicles and 
heavy construction equipment were also large.



TABLE 21

PANAMA’S ECONOMIC STRÜCTURE OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 

(Share of sectors In percentage of constant ¿ollar expendíture)
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• 1960 1969 1974

Agricultura ' 23.0% 19.4% 15.5%

Industrial Manufacturing 13.4“ 17.5 , 16.0

Services 56.3
•

54.6 63.4

Canal Zone Activities 7.3'V --------- 8.5
r • 1-

5.1

100.0 100.0 100.0

substitution away from. .imports was difficult for Panama’s economy. The 

overwhelming share of Panama’s real expenditures falls on the Service 

sectors, with -a declining agricultural sector and a small manufacturing 

sector providing the only sources for substitution in imports. With two 

thirds of the valué of imports falling in the manufacturad Ítems and heavy 

equipment catégories, and the import substitution structure described above,- 

it comes as no surprise to find the full impact of world inflation rapidly 

reflected in Panama’s domestic prices.

Figure 37 then compares the rate of change of Panama’s import prices 

with the proxies for world inflation of the U.S. Export Price Index and the 

U.S. Industrial Wholesale Price Index. Once again, the familiar pattern 

of early lagging then loading, then lagging, then leading emerges as Panama 

must overshoot to catch up. Import prices then appear to have been a much

^As mentioned above in Chap. TV, U.S. prices are not. necessarily 

the best measures of world inflation. Thus, both the export price Índex 
and the industrial price índex are presented to modérate the impact of U.S. 
agricultural foods on the export Índex. The rapid increase in U.S. consutner 
prices in t he early 1960' s was not duplicated in Panama because it was not 
transmitted since the rate of increase of the U.S. Wholesale price Index is
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more active tiansmitter of world' inf 1 ation, and l.t is not surprising to

find Panama with all the indicators of a cost inflation, so long as it must

adjust to rising world prices reflected in imports.

Expendí ture Reducing Impact . ’ , •

Just as devaluation imposes a capital levy on the- srnall country’s

money stock, the rising import prices .decrease the real purchasing power

of the economy’s money holdings’. To rebuild the real valué of their money

holdings, the public is forced to cut back on expendí ture relative to income 
o*"—

to build up the nominal stock of money. In complying with the dictates of 

the homogeneity postúlate, adjustment will not be complete until the same

real valué has been restored. Expenditure reduction occurs in any economy 

where the supply of bank credit is more intimately connected with the bank- 

ing sectors deposit taking activity, and thus dependent on domestic savings, 

and the reserve inflow generated by both the exogenous capital inflows and

the ex-ante current account. The need to reduce expenditure relative to in- 

come to build\up nominal balances slows the adjustment process by reducing 

demand pressures for increased prices, and slows the transmission of infla

tion from the traded to the non-traded goods sector. So long as the rising

international price Índex is the result of world inflation caused by world

disequilibrium, the logic of the homogeneity postúlate requires that real 

cash balances be returned to their initial equilibrium léve! along with the

considerably below the U.S. cons’umer price índex. This was very likely the 
result of product tv i.ty increasing much more rapidly in the traded goods 
sector than in non-traded Services, and the resultan! rise of the price of 
Services to reflect increased labor costs. Si.nce traded goods prices did- 
not rise, however, no inflation was transmitted to Panama, and its consumer 
price could lag so long as its sectors were not experi.encing the same dif- 
ferential rates of productivity -growth and Service prices were not being 
fórc.ed up.
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relative price of traded and non-traded goods. The only disturbance was

the capitaKLérVy paid as money holders restore the level of their real

balances. Whether they do so through the current account or the capital

account depends on their access\to world capital markets. Those without

access must cut back on expenditure relative to income and pay for the

increment to nominal balances with goods, while. those with access may ex- 
2 . .

change bonds for money.

'Just as a country with va central bank can elimínate the impact of 

3expenditure reducing effects with its domestic credit creation policy,
s

so, too, the srnall country can adapt to world inflation by expanding credit,

avoiding the need for.any expenditure reducing to rebuild the real valué

of money balances. Similarly, Panama avoids the deflationary pressure of

expenditure reducing by a changing nominal money supply. Once the supply

of bank credit becomes demand determined, the link between banks deposit

taking activities and loan granting activities is broken. The passive

nature of the monetary system permits more rapid adjustment as bankers finance

projects which are viable at international prices, financing them through

borrowed foreign funds. In a sense, bankers are following a real bilis 

doctrine by almost automaticalTy increasing nominal credit (and the flow 

supply of money) when world inflation occurs. These funds made available 

expand the "savings gap" (I’-S’) permitting the expansión of local money 

balances until clearcd through the trade gap (CA). The decisión as to how

■^The evidence of substitution possibiliti.es in production and con- 
sumption developed above indicates that this period should not be prolonged.

2Note this implies S' is defined exclusive of savings to build up 
real cash balances.

3
• Dornbusch, "Real and Monetary Aspects of the Effects of Exchange

Rate Changes," p. 75.

possibiliti.es
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much "escapes" through the balance of payments, however, is determined by 

the nominal balances demanded. In the post transition period then, the

economy is better able to trade bonds .(bank loans) for money and so may 

avoid‘the*expendíture reducing impact of world inflation. The passive 

nature of the monetary system and its ability to calL upon external markets 

for funds performs the same function as the central bank of the small 

economy undoing the monetary impact of devaluation. In a sense, Panama 

can be said to have "rented” thp increase' in the money supply by’ ¿orrowing 

to buy the dollar inflow then paying interest on the borrowings. but not 

having to transfer the goods, so long as the borrowing continúes to be rolled

over. In the post transition period, then, the adjustment of the local

economy to world inflation was much more rapid because it did not have to

wait for the current account to pay fór the increased money supply with

goods and Services.

Once again the requirements of the homogeneity postúlate leave all

real factors ‘unaffected in the long run as there is no shift in the relative

price of tradeables in terms of non-tradeables, henee no real impact on the

current account. Since the economy’s real variables were unaffected, credit

demand remains the same. Once savings behavior has returned to its long

run equilibrium, there is no real impact on the capital account, except that

foreign funds have financed the inflation, have validated the economy’s 

adjustment to the new external price level, and the economy has paid the

capital levy, or at least interest on the capital, levy, to foreigners.

Though the devaluation analogy is extremely useful, it does not

convey the complete impact of world inflation. Adjusting to a new level of 

world inflation has those of a "once and for all shift. This causes at feast

two complicat ions to develop; one is a trlcky .adjustment problem involving
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the speed of adjustment of expectations; the second involves the seigniorage 

tax. The' acfjtfétíment problem occ'urs because world inflation, once expected,»

involves a movement along the demand for real cash balances curve as well
t *

as' attempts to get back on it dye to the shift in the level oí, real balances

caused by rising prices. Since*developing an expectations model for Panama

is beyond the scope of this dissertation, iL wLil only be mentiorved that

expenditure could theoretically rise or fall depending on how fast expec- 
« •- < * * . i-

tations’adjust. The implicatiqns of the seigniorage tax can be more easily

developed.
r

Just as in a closed economy, in Panama a continuous inflation imposes
• ✓ • f' *

tax on the holdings of^real cash balances. In the closed economy the tax

is an internal transfer from holders to producers of money. In an open

economy with no central bank the additional goods and Services required to

maintain the level of real balances must be transferred abroad. Since there

is no reason to suppose that it comes entirely out of the economy’s savings

or out of cortsumption, it can be assumed that both the capital account and

the current account feel the impact. 'Thus, not only does the savings curve

shift to the left, forcing the. capital account further into surplus, but also

the reduction in consumption cuts back on imports and forces the current ac

count into surplus as more goods and bonds are surrendered to foreigners to 

replenish the level of real cash balances. Though how much comes out at the

expense of the capital, account and how much at current is a-priori indeter-
*

minant, it is related, in the same way as the capital levy tax, to the access

of money holders to capital markets. Though the larger corporations and 

wealthier individuáis certainly have access to bank loans to build up their 

working capital, small deposit holders do not, since it is not worth the costs

they must pay to establish a credit rating. Even with a well integrated
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capital market then, some adjustmént must still come through the current

account.-'*- -- : •' -

Figure 38 presents the behavior of real money balances over the

entire period. It is in Índex forraed with 1971 = 100, using the consumer 

price Índex as a deflator.^ Since it is not the level of real balances, 

but rather the excess of money over that demandad which creates inflationary

pressure, the ratio of the average balances held over the period to the flow
* •

of domestic product is presented in the top part of the figure’. ' *Note the 

slightly rising trend ‘ín^eal balances and the gradually rising ratio of
b-

money to income through 1971 are consistent with other ernpirical evidence

showing money holdings, expanding as a country develops and a larger portion

of the economy is "monetized" and nioves into the market economy. There are.

some indications, however, that in late 1972 and into 1973, nominal money could

be a causal as opposed to a validating forcé for inflation. During this period

a construction boom in Panama was being financed by foreign borrowing, draw- 

ing in money *-through the capital account and rapidly expanding the supply 

of money. To the extent that the excess supply did not escape through the

balance of payments, the inflows of money placed inflationary pressure on

the local economy that did not'directly arise from external forces.

In Figure 38, the behavior of real money balances in the latter part

of 1972 and into 1973 shows a sharp upward movement. At the same time, the

ratio of nominal money to nominal income also rises (see the upper part of 

Figure 38). Though the latter could be due to a rise in the consumer price

^The consumer price índex was chosen as best availabíe índex esti- 

mating the inflation striking all sectors since it moves generally with the 
GDP deflator and is availabíe qn a quarterly basLs. As there is much 
s.easonal shifting between demand and savings deposits, the sum of the tyto 
has been used to reduce the seasonality of the Índex.
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Index which was smaller than the 'increase in the GDP deflator, it is also

consistent with an excess stock' supply of money in that period. This was

the period when real income, which had averaged 8.1 percent annual growth 

in’the 1960’s, began to slow dówn to only 6.2 percent per year between 1970 

and 1974. Even with an income elasticity of demand for real balances

greater than one, the ratio of money to income should not exhibit a rapidly

rising trend especially since the interest rate is rising during this

period (see Figure 7) . • « .. - . . • 1

In addition, othej^independent evidence has been developed that in- 

’ 2dicated domestic inflationary pressures developdti during this period. In-

dications are then that .the inflow of foreign funds supporting the expansión

of credit for housing construction, caused a surplus of real cash balances

until it could find its release through the balance of payments. This

mechanism is fully in keeping with the monetary approach although sometimes

it has been garbled by the financial press:

. . . how. much of Panama’s recent inflation is attributable to the easy 
availability of credit. Certainly, credit has.not been as tight here 
as in many parts of the world . .•. But because of Panama’s dependence 
on international trade, most analysts agree that the major blame for 
inflation must be apportioned to external factors. Any increase in the 
internal supply of money, for example, tends to result in an increase 
in imports, which in turn stimulates inflation.

The housing boom financed with foreign funds increased the internal

flow supply of money, which does tend to result in an increase in imports.

"Which is unlikely since in 1972 the .June to June consumer price ín
dex rose 5.6 percent.compared to the GDP deflator's increase of 6.5 percent, 
and in 1973, the same increases were 17.3 and 14.2 percent respectively.

See Sjaastad, "Prices and Wages in Panama.," where he develops an in 
dex of local valué added in industry. The índex indi cates the possibility o 
domestic price pressure during this same period, which supports the monetary 
indications.

Financial Times, March 11, 1975, p. 19.3
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This, in keeping with the monetary approach, is the safety valve releasing 

inflationary p^ejssures which would result in domestic price rises if no im

ports resulted. In terms of equation (15) on p. 76, the I ’ —S ’ has built up

thé local money supply faster than the CsA. term could clear it, temporarily 
„ * 1

creating local inflationary pressure. Exccpt for this one period, however,

there is no indication that the monetary mechanism has done other than

validate the externally caused price rises, with the more complete integra

tion of the banking system into world- capjtal_raarkets acting to, ease, the
V

adjustment process by malcing it easier for Panama to rent the increase in

the money supply rather than having to buy it with real-goods and Services.

Finally, Table-22 presents tlie behavior of Panama-’s balance of pay

ments during the inflationary period. Though the current account iteras are

probably not bad estimates, the openness of the-economy-and the nature of

the banking system cause the capital accounts to contain very large measure-

ment errors. The lack of even rudimentary numbers for currency in circula-

tion severely» hampers attempts to explain movements in the money supply by

movements in the balance of payments. • Consequently, a rough estimate of

currency in circulation was constructed using a combination of currency to

deposit and currency to GDP ratios similar to those of other developing 

countries.^ Equally important from the point of view of measurement error 

is the volume of unrecorded capital account transactions, such as the monetary

flows financing the refineries’ expansión (for other sources of measurement 

errors in the balance of payménts, see Appendix C). Consequently, the im-

plied errors and omissions accounts are large and fluctuating. Nevertheless,

the growing importance of the capital account, especially the funds brought

• ^See Harberger, "Reflections on the Monetary System of Panama," and
Appendix R for détails.



TABLE 22

PANAMA’S BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970- 1971 1972 1973 IS

Current Account3 -18.4 -15.6 -10.9 -18.2 -17.3 -10.7 - 9.3 - 4.1 11.6 2.8 -30.4 -40.3

X

-78.4 -19

Capital Account^ 20.9 22.5 17.9 28.9 21.6 14.5 17.9 17.7 9.8 11.3 63.3 47.7 131.2 106.4 25c

2a) Government (net) 6.6 2.0 3.6 19.0 3.9 4.4 7.6 5.6 8y7
f F

31.4 34.9 39.9 93.3C 74.2 9" -

2b) Private (net) 6.«8 25.2 15.5 2.7 - 1.1 2.4 - 2.8 -10.4 -14.8 - 5.5 14.8 - .8 -80.9C -16.7 -

2c) Banks (net) 6.5 9.1 .8 - 5.4 23.5 4.4 1.7 12.6
r*

0 8.8• 58.1 ' 29)8 58.4 100.7 23 i

2d) lmplied Errors
and omissions^ 1.0 -14.1 - 2.0 12.6 - 4.7 3.3 11.4 9.9 15.9 -23.4 -44.5 -31.2 60.4 -51.8 *

Estimated Change in
T

Imported Money Supply 2.5 6.9 7.4 10.7 - 4.3 3.8 .,8.6 13.6 21.4 •14.1 22.9 7.4 46.6 28.0 5

3 * 1Trade balance (corrected for petroleum) + transfers (exeludes Service 'payments on foreign capital). (See Table 20.)

All capital account Ítems.are the sum of those recorded in Balance of Payments Statistics of Controleria General plu 
tome from investment anc debt Service payments (see n.-l, p. 132). .

c ,This sharp jump arises from the government expropriation of the public utility company.

^Estimated errors and omissions calculated by estimated change in money supply minus carrent account minus recorded 
ams on capital account, ,

As no statistics on private holdings of currency are available, a series was estimated (see Appendix B) and combined 
~h changes in domestic deposits in the hands of the public to give a money stock series. The changes in the levels of this 
. imated money stock are given as line 3. , •
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in via the banking system (endogenous capital' flows symbolized by I’-S’) 

is clearly indicated, as is the -release of the excess flow supply of money

through the current account.

Impact of Real Changes \ •

Finally, the difference between real and monetary disturbance must

be delineated. Near the end of the inflation, two sharp real disturbances

struck the economy, the oil crisis and the collapse of the housing¡ boom.

The construction boom and the accélerátion in'woríd inflation

originated at about the same time, that is, in late 1971. By coincidence,
•< ?• _
it appears that the banking system was becoming fully integrated into the

world capital markets at about the same time. There is no reliable data to

help pinpoint the beginning of the large increase in the construction of 

housing and commercial buildings (ñor the exact time when it began to col

lapse). 1 It was probably well under way by 1974-1. Indeed, as presented 

above (see p. 143) the housing boom not only helped to finance the increase

in nominal balances demanded due to world inflation, but it probably helped

to over-finance it, in the sense that the capital account brought in money

faster than it could be absorbed by money demanders, or released through the 

2current accounts.

National, income accounts use municipal construction permits as the in 
dicator of domestic invcstmeut in construction, which probably 1ead the change 
in activity. A drop off of permits would not then indícate that real, activity 
had slowed down, as a jump in the valué oí permits issued would not indícate a 
concurrent rise in construction ‘activity. (Neither are permits an infallable 
leading indicator, since the notoriously slow government bureaucracy has sorne- 
times forced builders to begin without the permits.

2 Note that the nature of the system had developed to the point where i 
the housing boom had not financed the adjustment, some other activity would 
have arisen to generate the credit demand so as to pulí in the new real 
balances by domestic money holders to adjust to world inflation.
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The collapse of the construction booni (which again is difficult to 

pinpoint precisely) was due to a variety of -reasons.However, its monetary 

impact was to reduce the demand for credit (in terms of Figure 1, the invest

ment curve shifted to the left)«and so slowed the foreign sourced increase

in the supply of domestic credit. Simultaneously, the outflow óf funds 

through the current account was also.reduced, but by less than the full im

pact on the capital account since it can be safeíy assumed that some construc

tion expenditure falls on domestic ‘resources.

As far as can be determinad, the impact of the oil crisis occurred
•s.

at almost the exact same time as the collapse of,the construction boom. Ther

oil cartel drove up sharply the price of oil in late 1973, with the full im- 

2pact failing in early 1974. The available data is again not sufficient to

evalúate the impact of everything happening at the.same time, nevertheless, 

a consistent story can be told to explain the behavior of the data. (It is 

not, however, the only story.) The drop in real balances becomes very sharp

in late 1973, and the series does not turn up again until late 1974. Though

the initial decline appeared a little ‘earlier in 1973, this is entirely con

sistent with the excess stock developing in 1972 that took time to be worked

off through local price rises and the balance of payments.

Part, but not all, of the oil price rise was financed by savings (in

the national income accounting sense) causing total expenditure to rise. When

not all of the savings used were time deposits, demand and savings deposits,

^The excess supply of upper income housing and a rent freeze imposed 
in October of 1973 are at least two reasons.

2, Ministry of Planning estimates place the immediate impact of the oil 
crises at some $50 million (almost 3 percent of GDP) which was calculated by 
comparing 1974 consumption at 1973 prices. Domestic consumption FOB at the 
refinery was $27.9 million in 1973 and $76.1 in 1974.
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portrayed in Figure 28, declined more sharply'as the economy ran down its 

real balances. The expansión of-domestic credit demand flowed out immédiately

through the increased cost of oil imports in the current account. The impact

of the housing boom (contracting the capital account by more than the current
€

account) forcing real money balances out of the system, was. augmented by im

pact of the oil crisis as the domestic money supply staggered under the im

pact of the double squeeze.

Unlike the adjustmént to monetary disturbances, the housing boom and 

the oil crisis leave lasting real effects. The impact of the fall in invest- 

ment due to the collapse of the construction boom, reduces expenditure on

domestic as well as foreign goods, requiring a fall in the relative price on

non-traded goods to clear the market.The change in relative prices creates

an enduring current account effect. The oil crisis generales an expenditure

switching effect caused by the forced rise in the price of tradeables. How

ever, because it takes time to readjust and substituto away from oil, an ex

penditure increasing impact must also be dealt with. The adjustmént of ex-. t

penditures over time can be temporarily financed out of savings and the slack

taken up by foreign financing in the capital account. Once consumption patterns

are adjusted as the expenditure increasing impact has worked itself out, the

expenditure switching effect still remains, depending on the elasticity of de- 

2
mand for petroleum producís over time.

The primary differenc.es between real and monetary disturbances then

1
In the short run, the impact may fall instead on employme.nt. See 

Dornbusch, "Real and Monetary Aspects of the Effects of Exchange Rate Changes," 
pp. 75-77.

2
Panama, with 95 percent of its electricity generated by imported diesel 

fuel, has a lower excess demand elasticity for oil than other countries since 
they can turn off the diesel generators and use more hydroelectric facilities 
when electricity demand falls off, while Panama cannot.

differenc.es
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occur in the current account through changing relative prices of tradeables

and non-tradeables, and in the;capital account by altering the savings-

investraents relation. When Panama was adjusting to world monetary dis-

'turbances, no real change took place, .'except for the capital levy and

sei^nioragé"costs. The domestic money supply, along with all other nominal

variables, followed the dictates of the‘homogene!ty postúlate. Unfortunately

for Panama, two real changes that were non-coinpensating occurred at the end

of the inflationary episode, the construction collapse Which’cohtracted the

capital account inflow Jañd the oil crisis which expanded the current account
* A

outflow. Real adjustments were then required.



CHAPTER' VI

«■
THE POSSIBILITIES FOR AUTONOMY -

The previous chapters have taken advantage of the uniqueness of 

Panama’s economy and the institutional arrangements of her modetary system

to examine the adjustment o£ a srnall open economy to world inflation.

Chapter III presented the endogenous characte-r of the system, while its

response to real and monetary disturbance was describe*! in Chapter V.
. z/ M»

Though Panama’s monetary monetary policy Instruments have been described _

as ineffective .at best in Chapters II, III and in the,Appendixes, its fiscal

policies do have a monetary impact. This chapter will discuss the monetary

implications of fiscal policy, and their plausible use as a policy instru-

ment to stabilize the economy against shocks.

Since one of the advantages of a central bank stems from the economy’s

ability to at least partially insulate the economy from external disturbances,

Panama’s immediate reaction to the oil crisis will be compared to Costa 

Rica’s, a srnall open economy with a central bank. Finally, the chapter will 

cióse by offering some speculation as to the future course of Panama’s 

banking system.

The monetary implications of Panama’s fiscal and debt management 

policies are effected through the impact on the flow supply of credit of 

borrowing abroad and of building up or drawing down money balances at Banco

Nacional, and through the impact on the domestic money supply of retiring.or
* / .

coptracting more debt on local capital markets.
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Since Panama does not have- the option of printing money (forcing

the central bank to buy bonds),'any fiscal déficit must be covered by the

sale of government bonds to private lenders. The limited size of the

domestic capital market has caused Panama to sell obligations in the world 

1 ’ > 'markets of New York and London. Like Puerto Rico, the government engages

in déficit financing by placing bond-issucs in New York (or London). In 

this respect, déficit financing operations in external capital markets, 

acted on the domestic supply of crddit in the same manner as the construc- 

tion boom. By expanding the "savings gap" I’-S’, the ex-ante flow supply 

of money expands, but the current account impact-.of government imports

must be deducted to obtain net change on the domestic M . Table 23 presents 

public sector borrowing from abroad, along with the net annual recorded

inflows on the capital account. Note that interest payments, commissions,

and other debt servicing payments to foreigners have been deducted to obtain

the net impact on the ex-ante domestic flow supply of money. In recent

years the governmental contribution has been substantial, although its im-

pact is overstated in 1972, since that’ portion of the government inflow

financing the expropriation of the public utility company was matched by a

private sector outflow, and in 1969, much of the foreign credit obtained

was from suppliers which financed the direct imports of machinery and

capital equipment by the public sector.

Countcr cyclical policy should have called for an increase in this

financing in 1974 to help offset the contractionary impact of the collapse

of the construction boom. Instead, as seen in line 4, the net inflow

^See James C. Ingram, Regional Payments Mechanisms:__ The Case of

Puerto Rico (Chapel HUI: The University of North Carolina Press, 1962), 
p.* 107. ’ .



TABLE 23

THE IMPACT OF GOVERNMENT BORROWING’S IMPACT ON THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS3 

(In millions of dollars)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972b 1973 lc-

) Amount Received 7.8 3.6 8.0 22.6 9.3 10.3 14.7 13.5 17.6 42.6 66.6 82.3
i

144.t¡2 162.0 •1¿-

a) Central Govt. 7.8 3.1 5.6 17.0 2.9 5.9 8.8 6.1 3.2 38.0 59.5 59.5 68.6 133.9 13

b) Decentralized 
Agencies .5 2.4 5.6 6.4 4.4 5.9 7.4 14.4' 4.6 7.1 22.8 75.6 28.1 : 1

x Amortizations
Effected .5 .6 2.6 1.2 2.4 3.0 3.4 3.9 4.6* 6.4 25.6 29.4 32.2 63.0

a) Central .Govt. .5 .6 2.5 . 1.1 2.1 2.6 2.7 3.1 3.6 , 4.0- 23.7. . 26.7 - 27.1. 51.9

b) Decentralized 
Agencies — .1 .1 .3 .4 .7 .8 1.0

•
2.4 1.9 2.7 5.1 11.1 ’ ¿ ■

) Interest and Other 
Debt Service .7 1.1 1.9 2.3 3.0 3.0 3.7 4.0 4.2 .4.8 6.0 13.'Ó 18.7 24.8 43

a) Central Govt. .7 1.1 1.8 2.1 2.7 2.5 3.0 3.0 2.8 3.5 4.2 10.3 13.8 ; 16.8 3

b) Decentralized 
Agencies - ■ - .1 .2 .3 .5 .7 1.0 1.4 1.3 '1.9 2.7 5.0 8.0 1 z x

-) Net Inflow due to 
Public Sector 6.6 2.0 3.6 19.0 3.9 4.4 7.6 5.6 ,8.7 ' 31.4 34.9 39.9 93.3 74.2 2

) Net Inflow on
Total Capital 
Account 20.9 22.5 17.9 28.9 21.6 14.5 17.9

■»

17.7 9.8 11.3 63.3 47-. 7 131.2 106.4 25í

■ources: Bulletins of’Controleri^ General and unpublished data from budget bureau of the Planning Ministry.

Columns may not sum due to rounding error, 

b
Ineludes expropriation of public utility company financed by foreign bank loan, 

c
Estimated flows from niid year figures and end of year outstanding debt balances.
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contracted to its lowest level since 1968, aggravating instead of alleviating 

the probiem.^

It seems entirely plausible, then, for the public sector to counter-
I 'í

act monetary shocks to the domesfic bank system by a countercyclical govern

ment borrowing policy in foreign*capital markets, a policy of "leaning 

against the wind" compared to private sector invQStment.

The public sector can also manipúlate its deposit holdings to in- 
< ♦ , . * •

fluence the behavior of the banking system. Tn a closed economy with a 

central bank, moving government deposits from the central bank to the com-

mercial banks augments the domestic bank reserves, with an expansionary

impact on the domestic money supply, while moving the deposits back to the

central bank contracts the reserve stock. Tn Panama’s post transition bank--

ing system, it makes little sense to speak of changing the monetary base

of the banking system. However, since government deposits are held at the

Banco Nacional, a bank less well integrated into world capital markets than 

many other banks (see above, p. 47), building up or drawing down government

deposits can have an impact on the domestic supply of credit by changing

the liabilities of Banco Nacional.

Public sector deposits can be treated in much the same manner as

domestic time deposits since they increase the domestic deposit liabilities

of the banking system, allowing the banks to acquire moro assets without

going into the international capital markets. Just as local U.S. banks are

eager to obtain the working deposits of municipal governments, so, too, Banco

^This overstates the contractionary impact. of the government since 
part of its increased borrowing from the domestic banking system ($55.9 
million in 1974) was financed by. foreign borrowing,. To the extent that 
private borrowing was "crowded out" of the local system, however, this toó 
mvfst be reduced.
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Nacional would prefer the lower co.st of funds from Increased government 

demand deposits, to having to pa.y rates above Eurodollar rates on the

local interbank market. Banco Nacional is a commercial bank raaking'' loans

to'the private sector and is one -of the primary tools the government em- 

ploys to influence the domestic Allocation credit by sectors. As Table 24 

shows, the increased level of government deposits and the greater volume

of interbank deposits after the law change helped to compénsate for the

stagnating level of private deposi&s. Without the government and inter-

bank deposits, Banco Nacional wo\ild.have been forced to contract credit,

and the effectiveness of Banco Nacional as a too! to influence the domestic 
< >•’ 
allocation of credit would have been much reduced.

Finally, the government's debt management policy may have a local

monetary impact. Similar to the operation of the national stabilization

fund proposed by Harberger in 1967,^ the sale or retirement of government

bonds in the domestic capital market could have an impact on the monetary

system. Using funds obtained abroad or running down deposits in Banco

Nacional, retiring locally held govern-raent debt would increase the money

supply and selling government bonds to the local capital market might act 
2

to "sop up" local excess liquidity. During periods when the private sector 

is reducing expendíture to build up the level of nominal balances, the

^See Harberger, "Reflections on the Monetary System of Panama/' 

pp. 158-73.

2
In the past, the goverrwnent has forced contractors to accept govern

ment bonds instead of cash as payment for Services performed. The contractors 
promptly raised their prices to reflect the discounted valué of bond .payments. 
In addition, the central government forced some bond issues into the Social 
Security portfolio. Most social, security programa have large portfolios of 
government bonds, however, they also may print currency Lo pay off govern
ment debt, whereas Panama cannot. The local market for government bonds 
then is very thin.



TABLE 24

GOVERNMENT DEPOSITS 

(In millions of dollars)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

'vernment Deposits 
a Banco Nacional 16.7 11.0 12.2 15.8 14.3 16.0 17.0 18.6. 16.2 19.1 15.0 .28.6 59.2 69.1 68.4

nterbank Deposits 
n Banco Nacional

•
.4 2.1 .4 .4 4.2 5.0 6.3 3.0 . 12.6 17.7 19.2 32.8 31.4 ' 32.8

rivate Deposits 
n Banco Nacional 16.9 18.5 19.7 24.2 21.6 28.0 26.0 27.6 23.4 24.6 29.1 32.4' 42.0 40.0 39.1

otal Domestic 
¿posits of the 
snking System 83.1 84.1 96.4 119.8 114.0 136.1 159.4 192.1 214.7

_____
236.5 303.0 368.6 499.6 572.7 665.7

ource: Compiled from unpublished data of the Banking Commission, Panama.

Exeludes interbank deposits but Ineludes savings and time deposits.
3
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government using foreign borrowing or drawing down deposits at Banco Nacional 

to retiré local*bonds outstanding would be placing increased deposits 

directly in the hands of the public. If the sale of government bonds could 

attract some of the excess liquidity which apparently aróse inl972 (see 

Chapter V) then some of the local inflationary pressures .could possibly

be avoided. ....

The advantage Panama obtains from its fiscal policy irnpaets com-

pared tó other countries is thev absence of some types of "crowding out"

effects. When domestic capital markets are limlted to domestic savings 
r

and a fixed nominal money supply, increased government bond sales drive out
<•

the prívate sector. So long as Panama faces a highly elastic supply curve

of foreign funds in the Eurodollar markets, increased government borrowing -

comes at the expense of foreign borrowing, not at Panamanian prívate sector 

borrowing.1 In addition, because of the absolutely fixed rate of exchange 

to the dollar there are no foreign exchange crisis fears, henee no crowding

out of private sector borrowing due to lenders’ fears that the debt Service

cannot be transferred from the local to international markets.

The monetary implications of fiscal policy have been brought out as

a substitute for government policy in the absence of a central bank. Through

out this thesis the contrast has been drawn between Panama, a country with

out a central bank, and other small countries with central banks. It was

shown how countries with central banks could expand domestic credit to ad-

just to world inflation and avoid the inflow of reserves. Without a central

bank, but with an economy highly integrated into world capital markets,

^To the extent that international banks put ceilings on their level 
of exposure in certain geographic areas, government borrowing could crowd 
out private sector borrowing.
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.i - .
Panama’s adjustment to world inflation was made, with the seigniorage costs 

paid to fore-igne-rs. To the extent- that the increase in nominal balances

could be rented through the capital market (paying the interest costs but 

rolling over the debt) instead of through real goods and Services, the ad- 

justment was' much easier.

The oft mentioned advantages of a "central bank, however, are usually

framed in terms of the adjustment to real international disturbances to 

the economy.1 The oil crisis is an obvious e\ample of such a real distur- 

bance. Now Costa Rica'is'"a srnall country similar in many ways to Panama 

except that it has a central bank. Though a myriad of other disturbances

probably struck that egonomy during the same period, the behavior of a few

Costa Rican variables will be presented to contrast the reaction of an

economy with a central bank to the oil crisis o'n the assumption that OPEC’s

actions dominated the other disturbances.

The impact of the OPEC increase in oil prices is not inflation so

much as a riste in the relative price of petroleum. The fall in the relative

price of non-oil Ítems has a negative -effect on real income in oil importing 

countries. Panama’s policy makers cannot delay the adjustment to the

relative price change, so that any adjustment period in expenditure must

be financed out of private savings while expenditure increasing effeets 

are taking place. Costa Rica’s monetary authorities, on. the other hánd,

can increase domestic credit to offset the drain on domestic savings needed
1

^See, for instance, Organization of American States, Domestic Efforts 

and the Needs for External Financing for the Deve 1opment of Pana nía (Washington, 
D.C.: OAS, 1966), C1AP/31 Revisión 2, dated L2 Sep'tetnber 1966, pp. 131-47.
The report of the CT.AP subcommittee on Panama (OAS) recommendcd the establish- 
ment of a central bank to "facilítate the achíevement of the economic objec- 
tive of Panama . . . economic deve.lopme.nt in an envíromnent of monetary 
stability . . . (for which) it will to have a monetary system that is under
the control of its national monetary authorities" (p. 147).
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to maintain oíd expenditure p.at-terns at the pew price of oil. The loss 

of international reserves still results,but central bank assets rather than

those of the private sector arq initially depleted.

- ' Table 25 presents Costa ‘Rica’s rates of change in "Home and Ira-

ported Goods" prices, domestic credit and net international reserves.

Panama’s price-indexes did not rise as rapidly as Costa Rica’s, though they

peaked at the same time in the sec£>nd quarter of 1974. Again from the 
* « . 1-

aggregate level of the data it ’is difficult to judge the timing of the oil

impact. Nevertheless the expansión of internacional reserves measured on a
í* ..

net basis slows markedly in late 1973 and the stock begins to fall in 1974-11

TABLE 25

RATES OF CHANGE (OVER LEVEL TWELVE MONTHS EARLTER) IN CREDIT, NET 
INTERNATIONAL RESERVES, AND PRICES3

__________________Twelve Month Rate o f_Increa se of___________________
Domestic Credit International Reserves Prices

1972 IV 17.5 18.9 8.9

1973 I 14.6 10.8 9.5
II 9.0 143.4 12.1

III 10.0 109.4 18.0
IV 10.2 46.0 25.1

1974 I 14.4 34.1 30.4
II 21.7 - 14.0 44.8

III 41.1 -123.2 . 44.2
IV 50.4 -142.0 38.9

Source: International Monetary Fund, Interna t i onal_Financial Statistics
(Washington, D.C.: International Monetary Fund, 1960-75), Supple- 
ment 1973.

aPrices measured are borne and import prices



In the last two quarters of 1974', net reserve levels are negative. It dees 

not appear that^osta Rica increased domestic credit rapidly in immediate 

response to the oil crisis, though by 1974-11, she had done so, as the last 

twó quarters of 1974 show extremely rapid rates of domestic credit expan

sión.- It should also be noted that Costa Rica devalued by 37 percent during

1974-III. The rapid price rise and the net borrowing from foreigners is 

common to both countries despite the presence of the central bank.

Table 26 presents ratios of money to iucome’and levels of-real 

balances for Costa Rica, Bi-milar to' those of Panama in Figure 28. Though again 

the non-availability of data raises timing questions, the data for Costa Rica 

is remarkably similar to' Panama’s in that the level of rehl balances slowed 

its rate of increase by the end of 1973 and dropped off sharply in 1974.

Likewise, the ratio of money to income dropped’off in 1974 as even the

presence of a central bank did not avoid the fall in real balances brought

159

TABLE 26

COSTA RICA BEHAVIOR OF REAL MONEY BALANCES

Money Divided by Income*1 Level of Real Balances^ (1970=100)

1971 15.1% 112.0

1972 15.8 .127.5

1973 14.9 129.8

1974 12.7 109.9

Source:

•

International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics.

el ' •Currency plus demand deposits deflated by price Índex when divided 
by constant price GDP.

. ^Average stock of currency plus demand deposits divided by price irídex.
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about by the impact of world inflation and the oil crisis. Once again, 

while the;cursüry nature of-the comparison must be emphasized, it does 

not appear that the presence of a central bank alleviated the problem o f

the oil crisis. < '
* ,

" Aside from delaying the impact of real disturbances arising abroad,

a country with a central bank and control.over its exchange rate rctalns 

the possibility of maintaining an independent rate of inflation. .However,

the management problem of separating worlxl inflation from*a change in

relative prices persis-ts/"-• Panama was first confronted by world inflation

in 1966, though it did not really begain to pay;attention until 1970. As

alluded to above, the 'initial driviúg forcé behind rises'in consumer prices

was the price of food, an area where Panama had strict price Controls. In

addition, virtuaily all of the rigid Controls -imposed in 1972 had first to

be modified, then later abandoned. It is thus not at all clear that even

if Panama had had a central bank and could have manipulated its exchange

rate, that the authorities would have correctly read the signáis. Since

they initially attempted to rigidly fix prices it is not at all probable

that they would have devalued away from world inflation, given the difficulties 

in reading the signáis.

Without a central bank or exchange rate control, .the bulk of govern-

mental efforts have been devoted to setting up methods of living with infla

tion by easing the adjustment process. The policy has been one of ensuring

that the changes in relative p’rices induced by the inflational process are 

minimized.^ In this regard, in addition to all wages and salaries being

See Larry A. Sjaastad, "The Inflationary Process in Panama" (unpub
lished manuscript, Panama, August 1973). "A rational policy in this context 
requires that where short-run flexibility exists, there be a minimal amount 
of intervention . . . and that where (it) does not exist, the market process
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adjusted to reflect inflation in early 1974, government contracts now often 

contain escálator clauses, the cóverage of the Office of Price Regulation 

has been reduced, and there is a major effort to convert specific into ad

valorem tariffs where possible. , ‘

Finally, some comments can be made concernlng the es tab lis binen t of

the banking center as an instlgating forcé for inflation.

Spain was punished for the treasures she stole from the Americas by 
the ensuing inflation that éhattered her economy. Tocjay the. flow of X 
money through Panama, of which we see very little, is punishing us 
with inflation toOjA

,,Though the unnamed Panamanian official blames the banks,- the analysis pre

sented in the previous^chapters finds that the fears were-unjustified, as 

instead the banking system acted as a forcé of validation, easing the ad

justment to world inflation. Though local demand 'forcea such as the housing

boom (or government expenditure which grew from 15 percent of GDP in 1967-68 

to 20 percent in 1973-74), when financed by foreign funds "validating" the 

inflation, may have temporarily increased aggregate demand, the inflationary 

pressures could not have been more than temporarily out of line with world

inflationary forces.

Despite the evidence that Panama has not greatly suffered from the

absence of a central bank, she seems determined to have one since the banking

regulations were not all abolished in 1970 when the law was changed, leading

one to believe that the only long run goal of the policy makers can be a

central bank. In a sense, Pantana may be in the State similar to the period

when the British commonwealth countries changed over from currency boards to

be modified to enhance the short run flexibility and . . . reduce changes in
relative prices over time" (p. 184).

• ^Unnamed Panamanian official quoted in the New York Times, December 28, 
1972, p. 98.
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i
central banks._ The success of offshore banking in Singapore has demon- 

strated the .feasibility of maintáining both the forces of a strong central

bank and of a regional banking center. Panama must counteract the feelings
* *

of' international bankers that Latin American central banks hav.e a demon-

stratéd willingness to intcrveng in international finance transactions in 

an arbitrary manner. When the government’"s perceived need for déficit 

finance becomes greater than that to finance imported goods and Services, 

there will be great pressure on the goverhment to set up á central bank. 

However, even if more Limited borrowing in international capital markets

is deemed an appropriate risk to take, Panama must .proceed with great caution

since until a major shift in the'production and consumption structure of the

economy occurs, Panama has little room for local autonomy.
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APPENDIX A

RESERVES IN PANAMA

Panama has no central bank, but it does have legal reserve re

quirements in the U.S. tradition, though the valúes required and assets

eligible are quite different. Generally,' the "most important téstric- 

tions on the volume of' bank deposit liabilities outstanding at any time

are the fractional reserve requirements set by the. monetary authorities

and the stock of legal, reserves that are available for these banks to 

hold."^ Prior to 1970, law 101 of July 8, 1941, set reserve requirements 

at 20 percent'against demand deposits and 10 percent against time deposits. 

The level of the available stock of legal reserves (the monetary base) was

not set by a central bank ñor by the exogenous inflow occurring through the

balance of payments, since the eligible assets were vault cash and interbank 

deposits. While vault cash is a part of the commodity money "purchased" 

by Panama through the balance of payments accounts, ít might be said to be

exogenous, however, interbank deposits are not.

Allowing interbank deposits to be used as legal reserves exercises 

much the same effect on the local monetary system as do "swaps arrangements" 

between central banks on the international monetary system. "Swaps" are 

even-up trades at the existing exchange rate of currency deposits whereby

, Ijohn T. Boorman and Tilomas M. llavrilesky (eds.), Money Supply,

Money Demand, and Macroeconomlc Models (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 
1972), p. 4.
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the Germán central bank deposits marks at the Italian central bank in ex-

change for lira deposits by the Italians at the Germán central bank. Both.

banks have increased their foreign assets, and in the absence- of any off-

setting sterilization, expanded the monetary base of the domestic economy.

In Panama, when two commercial banks exchange deposits, .they increase their

liabilities and "create" legal reserves, tlius raising, their own supply of 

reserves without reducing anyone else’s. In this sense,^the posjibility 

arises for legal reserve§..in Panama above vault cash to be only "window 

dressing" and in no way acting as a constraint*,against ..money and credit

expansión. „

The IMF reports two candidates which might be used as proxies for

the monetary base, International Reserves and Official International Reserves.

Changes in the level of Official International Reserves are given by the

balance of payments measured on the official settlements balance,and could 

be the appropriate measure of the foreign exchange market’s influence on the 

money supply when it reflects foreign reserve conversions’ pressure on the

high powered monetary base. For Panama this figure Is compiled not as the

change in foreign assets of the central bank, but rather the gold and foreign

currency, SDR’s, IMF deposits, and deposits in foreign banks of the govern

ment ’s commercial bank, Banco Nacional. As this bank is just like any other

commercial bank, except that it keeps all government deposits and the. brtard

of directors serves at the Cabinet’s pleasure, there seems no rcason to single•>

^Note the difference between swaps and the transfer of ownership of a 
deposit at the Fed in the Federal Funds market, or of a gold stock in an 
international transaction. Deposits at the Fed and the gold stock are limited 
in supply so that only a re-di.stribut i on of an existing stock occurs, not the 
creation of a new stock. Swaps, on the other hand, permit banks to increase 
their liabilities and legal reserves at the saíne time.


